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hristy Williams is a compassionate, transparent, and
“keep it real” kind of girl. She loves encouraging
women to read, apply, and be transformed by God’s Word.
Christy is a gifted writer and speaker. She uses these gifts to
help women gain the tools needed to more consistently
achieve healthy goals and positive outcomes. This passion
is what fuels her messages that enable listeners to:
• Discover how Bible reading equips you to overcome
being overwhelmed.
• Disconnect from unhealthy people and practices in
order to welcome peace of mind.
• Exchange hopelessness and despair for joy and
confidence.
• Embrace a mindset that quiets worry and produces
contentment.
A pivotal moment in Christy’s life was when she became
her mother’s “personal Bible teacher” while she recovered
at home from injuries incurred during the Oklahoma City
Bombing in 1995. Christy had the precocious idea that
she would continue to take really good notes in the
worship service, come home, set up stage (literally), and
“teach” it to her mother, ensuring that she too could have
an experience with scripture.
It was during this season that Christy felt an intense
passion for speaking and inspiring others in a creative
and enthusiastic way. By the age of 16, she was delivering
weekly Children’s Church lessons during the morning
worship service to the entire congregation at her
home church.
Christy has since had the opportunity to speak to
audiences of all ages and stages of life at several events
across the country. These include Sunday Morning

worship services, Women’s Day programs, Ladies’ Retreats,
and even a college student leadership event where she
challenged attendees to lead with integrity. What each
of these occasions has had in common is the utterance
of a message that Christy truly believes in and strives to
carry out daily in her own life.
In 2005, Christy earned a Doctorate of Pharmacy Degree
from Xavier University of Louisiana. This accomplishment
and the doors it has
opened have allotted
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a blessing through her
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Christy has loved her husband, best friend, confidant,
and prayer partner, Byron, for over a decade, and has
two daughters whom she absolutely adores. She lives in
the Houston, TX area where she spends the majority of
her non work time caring for her family, playing Scrabble,
and taking naps.
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Speaking Topics
What A Difference A Day Makes

Studying the Bible is a great way to learn more about
and grow closer to God. It’s what equips us to live the
Christian life. Many of us desire this intimacy and growth
but we aren’t sure how to make this more than a nonexistent, weekly, monthly, or crisis- provoked experience.
We’d prefer this experience to be a part of our daily
routine. In this message, Christy will help you
• Identify, and then overcome, issues that stunt our
pursuit of spiritual growth.
• Discover life-enhancing promises and applicable
principles of scripture through routine exploration.
• Learn a Bible study method that suits you personally.
• Crave the impact daily Bible reading can have on
your life.

What Are You Looking At?

Our eyes are at work from the time we wake up to the
time we close them and fall asleep. They gather lots of
information, send it to our brains for processing, and we
respond accordingly. A similar process is at work in our
hearts and souls. We place our trust in certain ideas and
respond to the world around us based on that trust. This
message will help you:
• Know when it’s safe to trust and smart to walk away.
• Gain security by turning your attention to God, the
most valuable reality.
• Be victorious when faced with temptation.
• Break the chains of distractions by focusing on
growing closer to God.

Oops… I lost it!

“Christy Williams is a ‘change agent’. Transformation
and continuous growth are at the heart of her life
and ministry. She helps others to embrace life as an
ongoing opportunity to ‘live and learn’. She inspires
and challenges people to recognize and grab hold
to the opportunities God gives us to grow and
change in every season of life.”
Lucille H. Collins, Women’s Ministry Leader,
Event Planner, Dallas, TX

“Engaging, thought provoking, and bold are three
words to describe my experience with hearing
Christy Williams speak. She speaks with authority,
commanding the attention of everyone under the
sound of her voice. There is no doubt that her
words ﬂow eloquently from the channels of
heaven-transforming you from the inside out.”
Tiffany Pierce, Church Program Attendee, Houston,TX

Have you ever been smack- dab in the middle of something
you were good at, sincere about, and committed to, then
looked up and the resources fueling the endeavor were
gone? The finances, motivation, or good health was there
one minute and nowhere to be found the next. This message
will help you
• Replace our tendency to “fly solo” with a heightened
appreciation for accountability.
• Exchange worry for the peace of God’s presence.
• Experience comfort after a loss.
• Breathe easier because faith is a gift from God that
He’ll retrieve.
• Dismiss a spiritually dull, idle and indifferent mentality and
ignite the sharp, productive and responsive power within.

I Am a Full-Figured Woman

Indulge. Go back for seconds, even thirds. Gain more.
Now, we all know what this will lead to physically: growth.
While we may not want this on for hips, we surely want it
for our hearts. This message will help you
• Grow in your faith by learning some basic Bible study
methods.
• Gain confidence in your ability to apply scripture and
keep from drifting.
• Stand firm on God’s truths by feasting on His word
rather than fasting from it.
• Enjoy a full, solid, and more abundant relationship
with God.

For additional topics and more information about Christy, visit her at www.christywilliams.org.
To book her for your next event, contact us at christy@christywilliams.org, or
complete the speaker request form at www.christywilliams.org/speaking-request/.

